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Chapter 11 Bankruptcy: The Get Out of Jail Free Card for Big Pharma That May Not Work
Scarlett Sloane, Staff Editor[1] (applewebdata://265CB96E-6030-444F-AB4B-3FFBBE08AA28#_edn1)
Purdue Pharma LP, a privately held pharmaceutical company that
has generated over $35 billion in revenue since it launched in
1996, filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy in September 2019 in an
effort to relieve the company, its subsidiaries, and the Purdue
family from the wrath of over 2,600 lawsuits.[2]
(applewebdata://265CB96E-6030-444F-AB4B3FFBBE08AA28#_edn2) The company’s filing was preceded by
its choice to enter into settlement regarding its “alleged role” in the
current opioid crisis across the United States of America.[3]
(applewebdata://265CB96E-6030-444F-AB4B3FFBBE08AA28#_edn3) Purdue Pharma is charged with
contributing to the massive crisis in the U.S. by allocating
“inappropriately high volumes of opioid painkillers in the market,
and failing to block suspicious transactions.”[4]

(applewebdata://265CB96E-6030-444F-AB4B-3FFBBE08AA28#_edn4)The settlement is aimed at settling litigation with over “2,000
local governments”, “24 state attorney generals, and two other major drug wholesalers.”[5] (applewebdata://265CB96E-6030-444F-/

AB4B-3FFBBE08AA28#_edn5)
Chapter 11, created within the Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1978[6] (applewebdata://265CB96E-6030-444F-AB4B3FFBBE08AA28#_edn6), was implemented in order to allow a business, following a claim of bankruptcy, to restructure and “continue to
operate, provide its employees with jobs, pay its creditors, and produce a return for its stockholders.”[7] (applewebdata://265CB96E6030-444F-AB4B-3FFBBE08AA28#_edn7) This is in opposition to complete liquidation of the company.[8]
(applewebdata://265CB96E-6030-444F-AB4B-3FFBBE08AA28#_edn8)This bankruptcy claim will be used to help fund a settlement
that could amount to over $12 billion dollars.[9] (applewebdata://265CB96E-6030-444F-AB4B-3FFBBE08AA28#_edn9)
An additional benefit to filing for bankruptcy for Purdue Pharma is the creation of an automatic stay.[10] (applewebdata://265CB96E6030-444F-AB4B-3FFBBE08AA28#_edn10) This automatic stay begins immediately upon filing for bankruptcy and halts any actions by
creditors, including “collecting, assessing, or recovering a claim against the debtor.”[11] (applewebdata://265CB96E-6030-444FAB4B-3FFBBE08AA28#_edn11) This aspect of a bankruptcy claim gives Purdue Pharma a chance to organize its funds and create a plan
for settlement. It places a great deal of control in the hands of Purdue Pharma.
Unfortunately, more recently, twenty-one of the states involved in the group litigation rejected the wholesalers’ offer of $18 billion dollars.
[12] (applewebdata://265CB96E-6030-444F-AB4B-3FFBBE08AA28#_edn12) It is clear that the dissenting states crave a much larger
amount of money.[13] (applewebdata://265CB96E-6030-444F-AB4B-3FFBBE08AA28#_edn13) Some of the states also demand that
the sum be payed to them over a shorter period of time, and not the proposed 18 years.[14] (applewebdata://265CB96E-6030-444FAB4B-3FFBBE08AA28#_edn14) This reaction from the states may prove Purdue Pharma’s bankruptcy actions to be unfruitful.
The fruitfulness of Purdue Pharma’s Chapter 11 bankruptcy claim and its ability to restructure itself following the lawsuit against them seems
unlikely due to the states rejection of the preliminary settlement offer. However, by strategically filling under Chapter 11, the company may
still have a chance to fully recover. It seems that the states have the power to control Purdue Pharma’s future.
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